This article describes a method for reducing the shape distortions due to scale-space smoothing that arise in the computation of 3-D shape cues using operators (derivatives) defined from scale-space representation.
Introduction
This article deals with the problem of estimating cues to local three-dimensional scene structure using textural properties measured from either a single monocular image or a binocular image pair. The notion of scale is of crucial importance in this context, and we consider the problem of adapting traditional scale-space theory to the shape estimation process, thereby reducing bias effects due to rotationally symmetric smoothing.
I .l. Scale-space representation
To derive any information from image data it is necessary to interact with it using operators. Some of If these problems are not properly dealt with, the task of interpreting the operator response can be very hard.
A systematic approach that has been developed to address the problem of what operators to use is scalespace theory. It focuses on the basic property of image data that image structures, in general, exist at different scales and the fact that one cannot expect to know in advance at what scales relevant image structures exist. A fundamental assumption is that in cases when no a priori information is available, the only reasonable approach is to treat image structures at all scales simultaneously and as uniformly as possible. Analogously, all image points should be treated in a similar manner.
Starting from these basic properties several axiomatic derivations have been given concerning what image operators to use [l-9] . The essence of these results is that if one assumes that the first stages of visual
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processing should be as uncommitted as possible and have no particular bias, then, within the class of linear transformations, convolution with Gaussian kernels and their derivatives is singled out as a canonical class of lowlevel operations. The output from these operators can in turn be used as a basis for a large number of early visual operations, such as feature detection, matching, and computation of shape cues.
It is, however, well-known that shape distortions may arise in image descriptors defined from the scale-space representation based on the rotationally symmetric Gaussian kernel and its derivatives. In edge detection, for example, smoothing across 'object boundaries' can affect both the shape and the localization of edges. A corresponding problem arises in the derivation of three-dimensional shape cues from image data. In shape-from-texture, for example, rotationally symmetric smoothing affects the local anisotropy in the image (measured, for instance, in terms of the distribution of gradient directions), which means that surface orientation estimates may be biased. A common effect that occurs in practice is that the slant angle (the angle between the visual ray and the surface normal) is systematically underestimated.
Non-uniform smoothing methods
To reduce the problems of shape distortion in edge detection, Perona and Malik [IO] proposed the use of anisotropic dz#i&on as a generalization of the linear scale-space representation (which is generated by the (linear) diffusion equation
with initial condition L(.; 0) = f, where f denotes the original signal). The basic idea is to modify the conductivity c(x; t) in a non-linear version of the diffusion equation &L = i VT(c(x; t)VL) such as to favour intraregion smoothing to inter-region smoothing. In principle, they solved the diffusion equation a,L = ;VT(h(lVL(x; t)l)VL) (2) for some monotonic decreasing function h: R, + R,. The intuitive effect of this evolution is that the conductivity will be low where the gradient magnitude is high and vice versa.
This idea has been further developed by several authors. Nordstrom [l l] showed that by adding a bias term to the diffusion equation, it was possible to relate this method to earlier considered regularization approaches by Terzopoulos [12] and Mumford and Shah [ 131. Alternative modifications in terms of adaptive smoothing schemes have been presented by Saint-Marc et al. [14] and Nitzberg and Shiota [15] .
By adopting an axiomatic approach, Alvarez et al. [ This property has been used by Sapiro and Tannenbaum [19] for defining an affine invariant curve evolution scheme. An interesting approach to describing non-linear diffusion more generally is pursued by Florack et al. [20] , who consider general non-linear coordinate transformations of the spatial coordinates as a common framework for expressing such operations. Interestingly, this approach covers several of the above-mentioned methods. A more general overview of non-uniform smoothing approaches can be found in the book edited by ter Haar Romeny [21].
I .3. Afine shape-adapted smoothing
Improvements relative to the rotationally symmetric scale-space representation can also be obtained using linear theory. As has been argued by several authors it can in certain situations be advantageous to use filters that correspond to different scale values along different directions; for example, a large scale value along the direction of an edge, and a smaller scale value in the perpendicular direction. At junctions, on the other hand, where several directions meet, a converse behaviour may be desired to better resolve the directional information.
In this article we shall develop how linear, or affine, shape adaptation of the smoothing kernels can be used as an important mechanism for reducing the shape distortions that occur when using the traditional rotationally symmetric scale-space representation for computing three-dimensional shape cues from image data. The basic underlying approach we shall adopt for relating image data to local surface shape is to observe how surface patterns are distorted under perspective transformations. This problem can be substantially simplified by approximating the perspective transformation with its locally linearized transformation (the derivative).
The basic idea of using measurements of local linear, or affine, distortions of two-dimensional patterns as a cue to three-dimensional structure goes back to (at least) Koenderink and van Doorn [22] , and has been applied to several shape-from-X problems, such as shape-from-texture [23-251, shape-from-disparity [26] [27] [28] and motion estimation . Related works on the estimation of affine transformations have been presented by Manmatha [33] and Sato and Cipolla [34] .
The advantages of shape-adapted smoothing in shapefrom-texture were first pointed out by Stone [35] , who proposed to adapt the smoothing kernels to be isotropic when backprojected to the surface, rather than in the image. He also suggested an iterative scheme, based on the principle of first estimating the surface orientation and then adapting the kernel shape accordingly.
Here, we shall apply and generalize this idea, and demonstrate how the accuracy of shape-from-X methods based on local affine distortion can be improved by extending the rotationally symmetric linear scale-space representation to an afine Gaussian scale-space representation based on Gaussian kernels with arbitrary (positive definite) covariance matrices. The methods we shall consider here are based on a specific image descriptor called the second moment matrix, which reflects the local distribution of gradient directions in the image. However, the need for shape adaptation arises in many other contexts (such as stereo matching over windows) if one aims at image descriptors that obey transformation properties exactly and do not bias measurements between corresponding image patches.
Intuitive idea for shape adaptation
To motivate the need for shape adaptation and to give an intuitive illustration of the basic idea behind the presented approach, let us study an idealized model pattern for the effect of how scale-space smoothing can be analysed in closed form. Consider first a non-uniform Gaussian blob f(x,_Y) = g(x; #)g(y; 1;) (II L 12 > 01, (5) as a simple linearized model of the projection of a rotationally symmetric Gaussian blob. The foreshortening, E, and the slant angle, 0, are given by 12 E=COSu=--, 11 (6) and the tilt direction (the direction of the projection of the surface normal onto the image plane) is 13 = 7r/2. From the semi-group property of the Gaussian kernel g(.; tI) * g(.; t2) = g(.; tl + t2), it follows that the scalespace representation offat scale t is L(x, y; t) = g(x; 1: + t)g(y; 1; + t).
(7)
This means that under scale-space smoothing foreshortening varies as 4t) = 1;
i.e. it increases and tends to one, which means that after a sufficiently large amount of smoothing the image will eventually be interpreted as flat.
On the other hand, if we have initial estimates of the slant angle and the tilt direction (8, & say computed using rotationally symmetric Gaussian smoothing, a straightforward compensation technique is to let the scale parameter in the (estimated) tilt direction, denoted ti and the scale parameter in the perpendicular direction, denoted t6 be related by ti = tb^ cos2 6.
If this estimate is correct, then the slant estimate computed from the image data in the shape-adapted scale-space representation will be unaficted by the non-uniform smoothing operation. To algebraically illustrate this property, assume first, for simplicity, that the estimate of the tilt direction is correct (8 = 13 = n/2) and convolve the signal with a non-uniform Gaussian kernel g(x,_Y; ti, 1;) = &; tJg(JJ; t&.
From the semi-group property of the Gaussian kernel it follows that the shape-adapted scale-space representation off using non-uniform smoothing is t(x, .Y; t) = g(x; 1: + t&(v; 12' + $), 
It is clear that if the initial slant estimate is correct (6 = a), then the estimate of foreshortening is correct (; = E). This means that surface orientation estimate will be unaffected by the smoothing operation (and corresponds to rotationally symmetric smoothing in the tangent plane to the surface).
In practice one cannot, of course, assume that correct values of (a, 0) are known, since this requires knowledge about the solution to the problem we are to solve. A more realistic formulation of the problem is therefore to first compute initial surface orientation estimates using rotationally symmetric smoothing (based on the principle that in situations when no a priori information is available, the first stages of visual processes should be as uncommitted as possible and have no particular bias).
(For this specific example the tilt angle will be correct, whereas the slant angle will be underestimated if a nonzero value of t is used). Then, when a hypothesis about a certain surface orientation (&,,, I$,) has been established, an iterative method for shape adaptation can be formulated based on successive estimates of the surface normal, &+i = arccose(&n; ti, t$ = h(8J. it is clear that the true value of C? is a convergent fixed point of the above equation (with E = COST). Hence, in this example, the method is guaranteed to converge to the true solution, provided that the initial estimate is sufficiently close to the true value.
Although this example concerns a specific example (orthographic projection of a rotationally symmetric surface pattern) it illustrates the following general properties:
Isotropic smoothing in the image domain distorts the two-dimensional 'shape' of the image pattern. Unless this effect is taken into account, i.e. unless shape adaptation is performed, the surface orientation estimates will be biased. This problem can be expected to arise for any shape-from-X method based on operators defined from the rotationally symmetric Gaussian kernel. A fixed-point property is a natural indicator of successful shape adaptation. More generally, a fixedpoint property reflects the fact that the shape of the smoothing kernel agrees with the shape of the image structure, and is therefore independent of any specific assumption about the surface texture (e.g. isotropy). If such a fixed-point is preserved under linear transformations, then image descriptors computed at the fixed point have a predictable behaviour under linear transformations, and it is possible to preserve transformation properties exactly.
In the following, we shall develop these ideas further and apply them to the problems of estimating local surface orientation from either monocular texture distortion or from the gradient of binocular disparity. The specific shape-from-X methods we shall be concerned with are based on an image descriptor called the windowed second moment matrix, which is reviewed in Section 3. The afine Gaussian scale-space representation described in Section 4 provides the necessary theoretical basis for defining a shape-adapted second moment descriptor in Section 5. In section 6, an iterative procedure for computing this descriptor is proposed, and in Section 7 it is reviewed how shape-from-texture and shape-from-disparity-gradients algorithms can be expressed in terms of second moment matrices. Experimental results of including shape adaptation in these schemes are presented in Section 8, and Section 9 summarizes the approach.
The windowed second moment descriptor
Several local shape estimation problems can be formulated in terms of estimating the parameters of a local affine2 transformation, either between the image and a surface patch with known structure, or between two image patches. The second moment matrix described in this section is a highly useful descriptor for this purpose; in principle it makes it possible to express the transformation parameters directly in terms of the parameters of the computed descriptors. The second moment matrix also fits naturally within the scale space framework.
Because the second moment descriptor has only three degrees of freedom, it is not possible to estimate all parameters of a general linear transformation; the transformation is determined up to an arbitrary rotation. (More precisely, given two positive definite second moment matrices puL and pR, the transformation property (17) gives where p'12 represents any matrix that satisfies (&2)T(&2) = /L and R is an arbitrary rotation matrix.) Fortunately, however, further geometric constraints can in many cases be exploited to eliminate this ambiguity.
In this section, we shall review the definition of the basic (non-adapted) second moment descriptor based on isotropic smoothing. After introducing the affine Gaussian scale-space representation in Section 4, we shall then in Section 5 define a second moment descriptor that allows for shape adaptation.
Measuring local afine distortion
Let L : Iw2 -+ [w denote the image brightness and let VL = (L,, Ly)T be its gradient. Given a symmetric and normalized window function w, the windowed second * For the problems considered in this article, the translational part of the affine transformation is either irrelevant or will be assumed to be known. Therefore, the terms 'affine' and 'linear' are used interchangeably. moment matrix p : iR2 --+ SPSD(2)3 can be defined as
where q = (ql, q2) E [w2 denotes the image point at which it is computed. Introduce an averaging operator E4 describing the effect of integration with the window function centered at q. Then, Eq. (15) can more compactly be written where pR( p) is the second moment matrix of R at p = Bq computed with respect to the 'backprojected' normalized window function
and n = B<. This result can be easily verified by inserting VL(<) = BTVR(B<) into Eq. (16), which gives
The integral within brackets can be recognized as the second moment matrix of R at p if w' according to Eq. (18) is used as window function. Clearly, the transformed window function w' is normalized if w is, since
Representing and selecting scale
Computation of the second moment matrix from image data (or any other non-trivial texture descriptor) involves the integration of local image statistics (here, gradient directions) over finite-sized image regions. This immediately leads to two scale problems. The first problem concerns the scale(s) at which to compute the primitives for the texture descriptors (here, the first order derivatives). This scale determining the amount of initial smoothing in the (traditional first-stage) scale-space representation of the image is called local scale (denoted t). The second scale problem concerns the size of the regions over which to collect the statistics. This scale controlling the size of the window function (which is selected as a Gaussian function) is referred to as integration scale (denoted s).
With respect to these two scale concepts, the brightness function L in Eq. (15) can be reinterpreted as the scale-space representation of any given image f, and the window function w be associated with a scale parameter. This gives the multi-scale windowed second moment matrix
PL (4; t, 4 = J x'& (VL)(x'; t)(VL)T(x'; t)g(q -x';s)dx'. (19)
This descriptor depends on two scale parameters. To use it for deformation measurements it is necessary to have some mechanism for selecting scale levels automatically, since scales useful for measuring affine transformations cannot, in general, be assumed to be known in advance. In typical shape-from-X problems, such scale levels can be expected to vary substantially over the image, depending on the type of texture considered, the distance to the surface, and the noise in the image formation process.
One general principle for automatic scale selection has been proposed in Lindeberg [44, 45] . The basic idea is to study the evolution over scales of (possibly non-linear) combinations of normalized derivatives defined by a<, = JI a,, ,
(where < = x/Jir are normalized coordinates) and to select scale levels from the scales at which such entities based on normalized derivatives assume local maxima over scales. In junction detection and edge detection, useful entities for selecting detection scales are the normalized resealed curvature of level curves, Kc,,,, = t21VL12L,,, and the normalized gradient magnitude, Lv,y_norm = Ji L,, respectively.
With respect to the problem of computing the second moment matrix descriptors, a useful strategy is to select integration scales at a given point from the scale at which the determinant or the trace of the normalized second moment matrix [24, 28] det PL+~~ = t2 det pL trace Q,*~,,, = t trace 1-1~ (21) assumes local maxima over scales. (In practice, the scale is selected as some constant y 2 1 times this scale value, typically y = 1, a, or 2.) Ideally, this means that the size of the image patch for which the descriptor is computed reflects the characteristic size of the significant image structures contained in the patch.
Then, given a value of the integration scale, a value for the local scale parameter must be selected. If the noise level is known and the perspective effects are small, it may be sufficient to use a fixed value. A more sophisticated approach is to select the local scales(s) for which the normalized anisotropy
assume local maxima over scales. The motivation for this choice is that suppression of (isotropic) noise is likely to lead to increasing anisotropy, whereas shape distortions due to isotropic smoothing are likely to lead to decreasing anisotropy. Selecting a local maximum over scales gives a natural balance between these two effects.
An alternative methodology suitable for blob-like textures [44, 4514 is to simultaneously select interesting points and integration scales from scale-space maxima (points that are local extrema with respect to both scale and space) of
where H,,, L denotes the normalized Hessian matrix of L. Then, given a point of interest and an integration scale s, the local scale is determined as described above.
Atline Gaussian scale-space
When dealing with linear transformations of the 1 * An intuitive motivation why this approach is suitable for blob-like image structures, is that the Laplacian operator can be expected to give a strong spatial response near the center of the blob, provided that the scale is tuned to the size of the blob. In addition, the scale, at which the maximum normalized Laplacian response over scales is assumed, can be expected to reflect the size of the blob.
The determinant of the Hessian has the additional advantages that it is relative invariant under affine transformations. A disadvantage of det 'H norm, however, is that this differential expression is more likely to give strong responses near comers.
spatial domain, a natural generalization of the linear scale-space representation (based on the rotationally symmetric Gaussian kernel) is the afine Gaussian scalespace representation generated by convolution with nonuniform Gaussian kernels [6] . Given a symmetric positive semi-definite (covariance) matrix, C, E SPSD(2), the non-uniform Gaussian kernel in the two-dimensional case can be defined by
, where x E R2. In the special case when the matrix C, is a scalar entity t times the unit matrix Z(C, = tZ), this function corresponds to the ordinary (uniform) Gaussian kernel with scale value t.
Given any function f. R2 -+ 08, the affine Gaussian scale-space representation of f can then be defined as the three-parameter family of functions L : R2x SPSD(2) + R L(.; C,) = g(*; c,> *f(.) (25) This representation, considered in more detail in Lindeberg [7] , obeys the same scale-space properties as the linear scale-space representation, except those specifically connected to rotational symmetry. Moreover, due to the linearity, the scale-space properties transfer to spatial derivatives of the scale-space representation as well as to linear combinations of these. In this respect, the affine Gaussian scale-space representation constitutes the presumably simplest extension of the linear scale-space model to situations where further information is available.
Transformation property under linear transformations
A basic reason for introducing the affine Gaussian scale-space is that it is closed under linear (and affine) transformations of the spatial coordinates. Let fL, fR:R2 --f Iw be two intensity patterns related by an invertible linear transformation n = B& i.e. 
where CL, CR E SPSD(2). Then, L and R are related by
where CR = BCLBT.
Hence, for any matrix CL there exists a matrix CR such that the affine Gaussian scale-space representations offL and fR are equal (see the commutative diagram in Fig. 1 ). This property does not hold for the traditional linear scale-space representation based on the rotationally symmetric Gaussian (unless the linear transformation can be decomposed into rotations and uniform resealings of the spatial coordinates).
L(<; C,) -7 = B[ --f L(q; BC,BT) T t *g(.; CL) *g(.; BC,BT)
Proof To verify the transformation property, insert 
Interpretation in terms of Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues (34) cl
The effect of smoothing by convolution with the nonuniform Gaussian kernel can be easily understood in terms of the eigenvectors 6 and i and the eigenvalues tb > t, > 0 of CT'. Let 24 = (ub, 2~~) denote coordinates along the two eigenvectors, respectively. The two coordinate systems are related by u = Ux, where U is a unitary matrix (UUT = UTU = Z) such that C, = UTh,U and CT' = UT&' U, where A, is a diagonal matrix with tb and t, along the diagonal. In the transformed coordinates, the quadratic form can be written
th t (35) which means that the non-uniform Gaussian kernel in this coordinate system assumes the form
In other words, convolution with Eq. (24) corresponds to (separable) smoothing with a one-dimensional Gaussian kernel with scale value tb along the b-direction, and a one-dimensional Gaussian kernel with scale value t, along the t-direction (see Fig. 2 for a few examples of such kernels). Fig. 2 . Examples of non-uniform Gaussian kernels. From left to right the eigendirection corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue is o", o', 30", 60") and the minimum eigenvalue is decreased such that is corresponds to slant angles of (0", 229, 45", 77.5").
Diffusion equation interpretation of a&e Gaussian scale-space
Convolution with the non-uniform Gaussian kernel can also be interpreted in terms of the diffusion equation. Assume that t, and tb are related to a one-dimensional scale parameter t by tb = tff, t, = t/a,
for some constant5 CY > 1. Then, in terms of the transformed coordinates, (ub, u,), the non-uniform scale-space representation given by Eq. (25) In terms of the original coordinates, (x, y), and with V = (a,, dJT, the non-uniform diffusion equation assumes the form
where Co = lJTAo U is the positive definite matrix corresponding to A, rotated back to the (X,JJ) coordinate system (i.e. C, = tCo). (Here, it has without loss of generality been assumed that the determinants of A0 and C,, are equal to one.)
Fourier transform of the non-uniform Gaussian kernel
From the Fourier transform of the one-dimensional Gaussian kernel ' In the example in Section 2, a corresponds to l/coso.
With w = Uw, and w = (w,, w,,) the Fourier transform in the original coordinate system can then be written G(w; C,) = e-Jc@f2.
From this expression it can be immediately realized that the semi-group property transfers to the non-uniform Gaussian kernel G(w; C,) * G(w; C,) = G(w; Cr + C,).
Texture descriptors defined from afline Gaussian scalespace
We are now prepared to define a second moment matrix based on the affine Gaussian scale space representation. Given an image f : R2 + R with affine Gaussian scale-space representation L: R2 x SPSD(2) --+ R, the second moment matrix based on non-uniform smoothing puL : R2 x SPSD(2)2 ---t SPSD (2) 
where C, represents the covariance matrix corresponding to the integration scale, and C, the covariance matrix corresponding to the local scale.
Transformation property under linear transformations
Under a linear transformation of the image coordinates n = B<, this descriptor transforms as pLt(q; C,, C,) = BT&Bq; B&BT, &BT)B. 
Shape adaptation: invariance property ofJixedpoints
With respect to the problem of shape adaptation, let us assume that a certain image point we can compute the second moment matrix using shape adaptation such that the scale matrices are proportional to the inverse of the second moment matrix. Then, this fixed point will be preserved under affine transformations, and the backprojected window function (corresponding to Eq. (18)) transforms in the same way as the affine transformation.
To verify his property, consider a signalfL, and assume that at a point qL E KY2 the second moment matrix has been computed with shape adaptation6 such that
where C1,L and Cs,L are scalar multiples of ML', Ct,J = tkfp, cs,J, = sbfp, (t,s E R,).
Moreover, define a transformed intensity pattern fR by A corresponding relation holds for xX,$, which verifies the result. In other words, if we can compute image descriptors that satisfy the fixed point conditions (47)-(48), these fixed point conditions will be preserved under arbitrary (invertible) affine transformations, and the image descriptors will be relative invariant under affine transformations. In the next section, it will be verified that this property transfers' to scale-space maxima of det pL. (Similar calculations show that it holds for det UH,,,,L as well.)
Invariance property of normalized scale-space maxima
Assume that the shape and the orientation of the matrix used for shape adaptation is given and that only size variations are performed. Then C, and C, can be written c, = tC,, c, = sc2,
for some constant matrices C,, C2 E SPSD(2), and Eq. (45) showing that maxima over scales in the (normalized) determinant of the second moment matrix are preserved under linear transformations provided that the matrices C, and C2 are matched accordingly. The same result applies to spatial maxima.
Interpretation of the invariance property in the case of weak isotropy
Selecting the shape adaptation matrix as the inverse of the second moment matrix has a simple geometric interpretation when estimating the affine deformation of a weakly isotropic pattern, i.e. a pattern for which the second moment matrix is proportional to the unit matrix. Then, (57) in Eq. (49), and at the fixed point it holds that the shape adaptation matrices Ct,$ and xX,$ according to Eq. (50) are also proportional to the unit matrix.
MR=cI
In other words, for weakly isotropic patterns rotationally symmetric smoothing and rotationally symmetric window functions in the original domain (e.g. in the case of shape from texture, the tangent plane to the surface) correspond to an affine invariant fixed point of the shape-adapted smoothing scheme. 
Designing an iterative procedure
Given the fixed-point formulation of shape adaptation, it is natural to formulate an algorithm in terms of an iterative procedure. The invariance properties are then obtained provided that the procedure converges to the desired fixed point.
Variation of scale matrices
A general variation of the covariance matrices in the second moment matrix (44) based on the affine Gaussian scale-space representation obviously gives rise to a sixdimensional search space. With respect to the problem of finding the specific fixed point defined in Section 5.2, this search space can be reduced by requiring the local and integration scale matrices to be coupled (according to Eq. (48)) such that c, = LX,, c, = SCfJ,
for some matrix C, (assumed to be normalized in some way; see next). This reduces the search space to four free parameters (two parameters determining the shape of C,,, and the two other parameters determining the size of each scale matrix). Here, we shall consider the following methods for choosing these parameters in an iterative shape adaptation scheme (see Section 10 for further discussion):
l Shape of the smoothing matrices. Concerning the choice of the first two parameters, we shall here adopt the straightforward approach of letting the shape of C,-, be proportional to the second moment matrix at the given point in each iteration. Size of the integration scale matrix. To preserve invariance under size variations it is natural to require the size of the integration scale matrix to be selected such that the normalized dfirential entity considered for scale selection (det P~,+~,.,,, or det 'FI,,,,,,L) ) still assumes a maximum over scales (compare with Section 5.3). If the size variations are small it is also reasonable to keep s constant (for example, for binocular vision with approximately symmetric vergence). Size of the local scale matrix. Some further precautions* must be taken when choosing the size of local scale matrix. It is clear that selecting it such that the normalized anisotropy 0 is still a maximum over scales is not an appropriate solution in the non-isotropic case.' To formulate an alternative criterion, one may at first find it natural to normalize Co to det C,, = 1 and then assume that t should be constant during the iterations. Such an approach would, ' Note that invariance arguments cannot be applied here, since a main purpose of the local smoothing is to suppress noise, which is an image effect decoupled from the surface geometry.
' The motivation for selecting this scale was that in the rotationally symmetric case, local smoothing could be expected to increase the anisotropy when it serves the purpose of suppressing noise, whereas too much local smoothing can be expected to decrease the anisotropy when it leads to shape distortions. Hence, selecting the maximum gives a natural trade-off between these two effects.
however, also lead to systematic over-estimates of the anisotropy and, hence, the slant angle. This can be easily understood by-observing that the amount of smoothing in the direction of the smallest eigenvalue of the local scale matrix will then be smaller in the nonisotropic case than in the isotropic case. Hence, the contribution from the fine scale variations in the signal (here, the noise) can be expected to be larger, which means that the anisotropy will increase.
Here, given an initial estimate based on a maximum over scales of 0 (computed with rotationally symmetric smoothing), we propose to keep the smallest eigenvalue Amin of C, constant during the iterations. By this approach, the smallest amount of smoothing will still be preserved, and the same (minimum) degree of noise suppression is guaranteed.
Composed methodfor shape adaptation
To summarize, a straightforward iterative method for shape adaptation can be expressed as follows (My) denotes the matrix for shape adaptation in the kth iteration step, 'o,,, L represents the normalized differential entity used for selecting the integration scale, and s$L the selected integration scale in each step): 
M@") = pi'(q; tMjk),,s$iMMjk)). Go to step 2 if not converged.
When formalizing a termination criterion, it is natural to require that successive second moment matrices should be sufficiently 'similar'. When formulating such a similarity measure for a multi-dimensional entity some precautions need to be taken. A natural approach in this case is to represent each matrix p by an ellipse X~,UX = 1, interpreting each ellipse as the orthographic projection of a planar circle, and measuring the angle between the three-dimensional orientations of the circles. Whereas for weakly isotropic surface patterns this measure is equal to the angle between the surface normals, this measure is a natural choice also in other situations. In summary, a useful convergence criterion is to require this angular difference between successive second moment matrices to be less than some given threshold & < E, and to impose anupper bound on the number of iterations.
Estimating surface orientation: review
This section reviews a previously developed methodology for estimating surface orientation from either monocular texture distortion or the gradient of binocular disparity. These methods are based on measurements of affine transformations using second moment matrices, i.e. the same entities as we here use for shape adaptation.
Shape from texture
The systematic distortion of texture patterns under perspective transformations can under certain conditions provide strong cues to surface orientation and surface shape. Whereas the general problem of determining three-dimensional surface structure from monocular data is obviously underdetermined (because of dimensionality considerations), it may become feasible if additional a priori information is available. This is the subject of shape-from-texture: to combine measurements of image structures with different assumptions about the surface texture and the camera geometry to derive threedimensional shape cues.
This idea of using perspective distortion of texture as a cue to surface shape goes back to Gibson [46] , who coined the term 'texture gradient' for the systematic variation of image textures induced by perspective effects. Since then, computational studies of the shape-fromtexture problem have been done by several researchers, [23-25,38,39,43,47-551.
Here, we shall consider the shape-from-texture method by Lindeberg and Garding [24] which will be briefly reviewed. 
TFcP,(S) is the derivative of F at p = G(q) E C, G,,; T4(II) + TP(C)
is the derivative of G at q E II = R2, and TP(C) is the tangent plane of C at p, etc. expression for F*P is (59) where r =(I F(p) (( is the distance along the visual ray from the center of projection to the surface (measured in units of the focal length), g is the slant angle, and m < M are the inverse eigenvalues of FeP.
This framework describe how local surface orientation can be related to local affine distortion in the monocular case. With B = A,, Eq. (17) gives pr,(q) = Gr,F~~~(F (G(q)) )F,,G,,,
where ps(F(G(q))) denotes the second moment matrix defined in the tangent plane to the surface with respect to the window function
where n = A,& A general procedure, then, for estimating shape from texture is to combine estimates of pL(q) with assumptions about the structure of the surface brightness pattern ps(F(G(q))) to infer the structure of A,,. This permits computation of FtP after compensation with respect to G,, (which is known if the camera geometry is).
The assumption that leads to the simplest estimation procedure is weak isotropy,j.e. that &F(p) ) is proportional to the unit matrix (Q = 0). Under this condition and if FtP is non-degenerate, it holds that the tilt direction is parallel to the eigenvalue of puL corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue and -
which gives a direct estimate of local surface orientation. This scheme can be applied also under other assumptions. For example, if the local 'size' of the surface texture elements does not vary systematically, then A = l/,/d& is an area measure, and the normalized area gradient provides information about both local surface orientation and curvature [23, 24, 28] . An alternative assumption is that the surface texture can be well modelled as the realization of a stationary process and that the spectrogram can be assumed to be approximately constant when measured in different windows over the surface [25] .
Shape-from-disparity-gradients
A similar approach can be applied to binocular data. If we have two cameras verging onto the same surface structure, then we can make use of the fact that two different observations are made of the same surface structure. If the mapping between the left and the right image is approximated by an affine transformation, and if this component of the perspective transformation can be measured, then the surface orientation can be computed provided that the camera orientation is known. The main difference compared to the monocular case is that no specific assumptions about the surface texture will be necessary.
Several computational models have been described in the literature that are based more or less directly on this type of cue [22,26,27,56-581. Here, we shall consider a shape-from-disparity-gradient method which is a straightforward extension of the previous shape-fromtexture method [28, 59] . It assumes epipolar geometry and verging cameras, l1 and computes a surface orientation estimate at the fixation point.
Shape-from-disparity-gradients using local afine distortion
Following Jones and Malik [27] , consider an affine transformation of the mapping from the left to the right camera Since the cameras are assumed to verge onto the same physical structure, the horizontal disparity H and the vertical disparity V are zero. Moreover, due to the assumption about epipolar geometry, the components of the vertical disparity gradient, V, and VY, are zero. According to the analysis in Jones and Malik [27] , the components of the horizontal disparity gradient can then be related to local surface geometry by (65) where 26 is the vergence angle, and the orientation of the surface relative to the cyclopean image plane is represented by a rotation & around the x-axis followed by a rotation c$,, around the y-axis. These angles are related to slant ~7 and tilt 8 by cos fs = cos & cos CpYy, tan 0 = -tan f&x/ sin f& (66) Assume now that second moment matrices pL and pR can be measured in the left and the right images, and let B
ii In the work by Jones and Malik [27] symmetric vergence was assumed. This assumption is, however, not necessary for the analysis. A generalization to the case of asymmetric vergence is given in Girding and Lindeberg [59] .
Moreover, there is no need to assume that the cameras verge physically in these models. All that is required is that the camera geometry is known (calibrated stereo) such that compensations (virtual camera movements or virtual image warpings) can be performed. This relation imposes three restrictions onto the two unknowns, H, and Hy. One way to relax the over determinacy [28] is to consider only the directional information in puL and pR and to ignore the size information. After some algebraic manipulations it can then be shown that the horizontal disparity gradient can be computed from the components of the second moment matrices using
where for each second moment matrix the entities 2; and 3 are defined as
The main difference between this method and the work by Jones and Malik [27] is that here direct estimates are obtained and no explicit search is necessary.
Experiments
The proposed scheme for shape adaptation has been applied to the problem of estimating surface orientation using the methods reviewed in the previous section. Experiments have been performed on real and synthetic reference images with known orientation. To test the stability of the method, Gaussian noise of different standard deviation has been added to the images. Some test images are shown in Fig. 4. Table 1 shows the results of applying the scheme to the image labelled 'periodic' and using different amounts of added noise (the standard deviation is shown in parenthesis in the header of each table). The columns in each table show from left to right, the iteration index, surface orientation estimates in terms of slant and tilt angles computed under the assumption of weak isotropy, and the angle between the estimated direction and the true direction of the surface normal. To compare the effect of shape adaptation with the effect of increasing the integration scale in the isotropic scale-space representation, experimental results are also given using different values of the relative integration scale, 7." Notice that for high "This parameter (defined in Section 3.2) determines how large the integration scale is relative to the scale at which the maximum over scales in the scale-space signature is assumed. Basically, a larger value of y can be expected to increase the accuracy up to the point where the modelling error increases due to violation of the local linear approximation. Table 2 Shape adaptation applied to two Gaussian blobs using different amounts of added white Gaussian noise. The reference orientation in the top row is Table 3 Shape adaptation applied to the images labelled 'skewed', 'curved' and 'wallpaper'. The reference orientations are ( noise levels the shape adaptation leads to improvements in estimated surface orientation that cannot be achieved by just increasing the integration scale. Moreover, observe that substantial improvements can be obtained after just one or two iterations.
Shape-from-texture
Corresponding experimental results for the Gaussian blobs and the three other images are given in in Tables 2  and 3 , respectively. To save space, the results are shown for a smaller number of combinations of noise levels and values of y, and only the first two iterations are displayed. 
Shape-from-disparity-gradielz ts
The need for shape adaptation can be further motivated when dealing with binocular data, since multiple measurements are made of the same surface structure, and the difference between these measurements is used as the basis for inferring cues to the three-dimensional surface structure. Hence, when non-negligible amounts of smoothing are required (typically, in the presence of noise or other interfering fine-scale structures), substantial improvements can be expected in the accuracy of the resulting surface orientation estimates. Moreover, it is desirable if the support regions of the image operators in the different images correspond to the same region when backprojected onto the surface. Table 4 shows the results of including shape adaptation as an essential step in the shape-from-disparitygradient method reviewed in Section 7.2 and applying it to the stereo pair in Fig. 5 . (The shape adaptation has been performed on both images independently before the surface orientation estimates have been computed from (68)- (69) and (64)- (65).) Observe how the error (measured as the angle between the estimated and the true directions of the surface normal) decreases with the iterations.
An obvious alternative approach is to let the shape adaptation procedure be driven by the inter-image deformations.
This corresponds to adjusting the shapes of (one or both of) the Gaussian kernels such that they (to first-order of approximation) backproject to the same surface patch in the world (see Fig. 6 ).'"
Summary
We have described how shape distortions may arise when computing three-dimensional shape cues from image data using operators (derivatives) defined from linear scale-space representation.
A methodology for reducing these problems has been presented, based on a straightforward extension of the linear scale-space concept into an affine Gaussian scale-space representation generated by convolution with non-uniform Gaussian kernels. The suggested approach is to adapt the shape of the smoothing kernel to the local image structure by measuring an image descriptor called the second moment matrix. This descriptor represents statistics of gradient right Fig. 6 . If a method for shape estimation from disparity gradients is based on rotationally symmetric operators in the image domain, then the backprojections of the operators from the left and right images to the physical domain will in general, correspond to different regions, in which the information is weighted differently. Hence, if the difference between these two measurements is sued as a basis for estimating surface shape (for example, using the type of methodology described in Section 7.2) the shape estimates will, in general, be biased unless that shapes of the operators are adapted such that the backprojections correspond. How large the bias becomes in practice is, of course, strongly dependent on the image data.
I3 The affine transformation
B from pL and pR can be determined either from the general expression (14) or the explicit expressions in Section 6.2.2 in Girding and Lindeberg [28] , which make use of the fact that the relative orientation states between the cameras are known.
directions in a neighbourhood of the point at which the descriptor is defined, and is a useful entity for measuring local affine distortions in shape-from-X algorithms. If shape adaptations can be performed such that the second moment matrix computed at a certain point is proportional to the matrix used for shape adaptation at that point, then this fixed point will be preserved under affine transformations of the brightness pattern. In other words, the image descriptors will be relative invariant under the locally linearized perspective mapping, and (to first-order of approximation) the smoothing operation corresponds to using the same smoothing kernel in the tangent plane to the surface -independent of the view direction and independent of the shape-from-X method that uses the data.
In the shape-from-texture case, the shape adaptation means that the errors due to the smoothing operation will be confined to the higher order terms in the linear approximation, which in turn means that the accuracy in the computed surface orientation estimates can be expected to increase.
Similar properties hold for shape estimation from disparity gradients provided that the iterative scheme converges to corresponding fixed points in the left and right images. In this case, the geometric interpretation of the shape adaptation scheme is that the image operators in the left and right images correspond to similar operations when backprojected onto the image domain. Hence, the actual effects of the Gaussian derivative operators are the same and the window functions in the left and right images correspond to the same region on the surface.
Whereas the technical treatment in this article has been concerned with shape adaptation for the specific schemes for shape-from-texture and shape-fromdisparity-gradients, the underlying ideas are of much wider generality. The notion of shape adaptation is essential to any method for estimating three-dimensional shape cues from measurements of affine distortions of two-dimensional brightness structures over regions of non-infinitesimal size. Without this operation, it is impossible to achieve exact equality in the affine transformation between images of the same surface patch taken from different view points.14 Therefore there will be systematic errors in the estimates, since the measurements performed in the different images do not I4 For the specific shape-from-X method presented here, based on the second moment matrix, the violation of the linear transformation property manifests itself as follows: If measurements of second moment matrices pLL and pLR in both domains are performed based on rotationally symmetric Gaussian kernels, then the transformation property in Eq. (17) is not valid (although in many cases it may constitute a reasonable approximation).
The transformation property holds (exactly) only if the shapes of the Gaussian kernels are modified, as expressed in Eq. (45) . correspond to the same physical region when backprojected to the surface. Besides shape from texture and stereo cues, this problem arises also in motion estimation and structure from motion. How large these errors become in practice is determined by the relation between the structures covered by registrations in both domains and the structures covered just by one (see Fig. 6 for an illustration).
When estimating local surface orientation, first-order shape adaptation is sufficient to obtain estimates that are unaffected by the smoothing operation up to the same order of approximation as the geometric approximation. To allow for unbiased curvature estimation, higherorder shape adaptation will then, in general, be needed.
Discussion
For the first-order shape adaptation approach based on second moment matrices, a straightforward algorithm has been presented for reaching the fixed point. Whereas it in the experiments has lead to substantial improvements after just a few iterations, no claims are made that it constitutes any 'optimal solution'. (Compare with the vast number of iterative methods for solving non-linear equations in numerical analysis and optimization theory.) We are currently studying convergence properties in more detail as well as the ability to reach appropriate fixed points. As a brief indication of the convergence properties, it can be mentioned that for a periodic pattern f(x,y) = coswrx + cosw2.Y (wr < 4,
the desired fixed point is convergent if the minimum amount of smoothing to satisfies 40 < (4w2)2 (74 (see Appendix A). For example, for most images, there are (at least) two additional fixed points; one corresponding to the shape adaptation matrix being singular" (0 = 1, i.e. D = 7r/2 in the case of weak isotropy) and one corresponding to an infinite amount of isotropic smoothing (0 = 0, i.e. 0 = 0 in the case of weak isotropy). During recent years, a large number of approaches to
Is If the shape adaptation procedure reaches a singular fixed point with d = 1, this is a strong indicator that there is only one dominant orientation in the support region of the window function W, and that the surface orientation estimate, hence, cannot be trusted. In a related work, Almansa and Lindeberg [60] apply a closely related shape adaptation procedure to a dense set of points. To avoid that the filters become too elongated (and that the shape adaptation process approaches a singular fixed point), an upper bound is introduced on the eccentricity of the filters by letting the shape adaptation matrix be given by C = (p + ~1)~') where E = 3 and n serves as an upper bound on the condition number of C.
non-uniform smoothing have been proposed in the literature based on different non-linear versions of the diffusion equation (see Section 1.2). The suggested scheme has a number of interesting relationships to these. If applied at edge points, it leads to larger amount of smoothing in the direction along the edge than in the perpendicular direction (compare with the closely related work by Nitzberg and Shiota [15] . Moreover, the nonlinear diffusion Eq. (3) closely relates to a singular limit case of this method (when 0 = 1).
Since the proposed shape adaptation method is based on rotationally symmetric smoothing as an uncommitted first processing step, which is then used for invoking more refined processing, the suggested scheme provides an interesting connection between the linear and nonlinear scale-space approaches -potentially also as a step towards a common framework for unifying processing modules based on sparse edge data and dense filter outputs. Approximation: large integration scale. Assume now, for simplicity, that the integration scale is large (w: >> 1). Then, the sensitivity to the actual position (given by & and 41~) will be small, and the second moment matrix can be approximated by
Under the assumption of weak isotropy, the estimate of the foreshortening e = cos m is given by the ratio between the eigenvalues of p: showing that in the case of rotationally symmetric Gaussian smoothing, the estimate is unbiased only if the value of the scale parameter is zero. For strictly positive values of the scale parameter, the slant angle is systematically overestimated, due to the fact that the higher-frequency component cos(w2y + #I~) is suppressed faster by the scale-space smoothing operation than the lower-frequency component cos(wIx + 4,).
Shape adaptation. Assume next that the shape of the smoothing kernel is adapted to the local image structure, such that the pattern (73) is smoothed with scale value tl along the x-direction and scale value t2 along the y-direction. Then, the second moment matrix computed with shape-adapted smoothing is given by Clearly, the foreshortening estimate will be correct if the scale parameters are adapted such that (87)
This shows that the desired solution is always a fixed point for shape adaptation.
Convergence condition. To study the convergence properties of the specific scheme in Section 6.2, introduce w1 = w and w2 = w/e. Assume (as in the algorithm) that the smallest amount of smoothing is fixed, t2 = to, and that tl is determined from the foreshortening estimate i according to t1 = t2/i2. Then, each new estimate ik+l as function of a previous estimate ik(k E Z,) is given by 
The fixed point t/e = 1 is convergent if and only if the derivative of h satisfies Ih'(x)lx=l = a!, = 2 < 1.
Interpretation. This expression gives a sharp condition on when the fixed point is convergent. By and large it means that the iterative procedure converges provided that the initial slant estimate is sufficiently close to the true value and provided that the initial amount of smoothing is sufficiently small compared to the wavelength of the signal. The more detailed convergence properties depend on the slant angle; the smaller the slant angle is the larger is the domain of convergence. Given that to is selected using the automatic scale selection method described previously (based on maxima over scales in the normalized anisotropy o), the interpretation of this result is that the method can be expected to diverge if the noise level is too high compared to the wavelength, and that the method can be expected to converge provided that the noise level is sufficiently small. These qualitative effects can be observed experimentally. ( > <O ifx>O and 8,x = 1 > 0, it is obvious that only one root can exist. Hence, besides the singular cases when either tl or t2 tend to infinity, the fixed point given by Eq. (87) is always unique.
